Augmentative and Alternative Communication AAC is the eld of study concerned with providing devices and techniques to augment the communicative ability of a person whose disability makes it di cult to speak or otherwise communicate in an understandable fashion. For several years, we h a ve been applying natural language processing techniques to the eld of AAC in order to develop intelligent communication aids that attempt to provide linguistically correct" output while increasing communication rate. Previous e ort has resulted in a research prototype called Compansion that expands telegraphic input. In this paper we describe that research prototype and introduce the Intelligent Parser Generator IPG. IPG is intended to be a practical embodiment of the research prototype aimed at a group of users who have cognitive impairments that a ect their linguistic ability. W e describe both the theoretical underpinnings of Compansion and the practical considerations in developing a usable system for this population of users.
Introduction
Augmentative and Alternative Communication AAC is the eld of study concerned with providing devices or techniques to augment the communicative ability of a person whose disability makes it di cult to speak or otherwise communicate in an understandable fashion. Whichever device is used, the communication rate of the person using AAC is likely to be extremely slow, and using the aid will require a great deal of cognitive and physical e ort. In addition, the listener will often be required to expend e ort to understand the person using AAC. Some AAC users, in an e ort to speed interactive communication, may use telegraphic language. Telegraphic language is very brief and concise; it generally conveys the content without the use of function words and word endings found in standard English. While telegraphic language will usually be functional" and get the point across, its use often has adverse side e ects. For instance, it may give communication partners the impression that the user is less intelligent because of their use of non-standard language.
For a numberofyears, we h a ve been concerned with a particular type of communication aid that transforms telegraphic input into well-formed English sentences. This project was rst motivated by considering linguistically mature users who would like their device to output well-formed sentences, but who often settle for telegraphic language because of physical and time constraints. For these users we envision a system that expands their telegraphic input yet does not interfere with their control over the dialogue. A research prototype of such a system has been developed which uses a Natural Language Processing NLP technique called Compansion because it takes a COMPressed message and through expANSION, converts it into a well-formed sentenceMcCoy et al.1989b, McCoy1992, McCoy e t al.1994a . The reasoning used in this system will be described in detail later.
In continuing our investigation on how Compansion might be incorporated into a viable AAC device, we began to focus on a di erent population of users who might greatly bene t from the technique. Such a user would be one who not only h a s a p h ysical disability which causes them to require an AAC device, but also has cognitive impairments which a ect their linguistic ability. A system that expands telegraphic utterances for this population would not only provide more appropriate output, but might also be viewed as a language intervention tool that could provide feedback o f w ell-formed sentences.
This new development e ort involves 1 the Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories ASEL of the University of Delaware and the duPont Hospital for Children, and 2 the Prentke Romich Company PRC i s a w ell-known manufacturer of communication aids. We describe our ongoing e ort to develop an intelligent language aid that would provide Compansion-like output in a practical communication system. The project combines the experience gained through the development of Compansion and other Natural Language Processing technology at ASEL, with the interface, access methods, and practical experience provided by PRC. In this paper we rst describe the research prototype, Compansion, which provides the NLP theory for this research. The unique aspect of Compansion is its semantic reasoning which augments that used by current NLP systems. We point out di culties with incorporating a technique such as Compansion in a standard AAC device, and indicate how our current e ort is overcoming these di culties. Next we introduce our new e ort by rst describing characteristics of our target population and indicating how these factors have a ected implementation choices. We describe how the characteristics of our target population have allowed the pro-cessing in our new system to be simpli ed and how the lexical information necessary for NLP reasoning has been handled. In addition we describe issues involved in tailoring the interface and the system functioning for this particular population of users.
The Compansion Project Overview
The Compansion project has been a long term e ort to develop sophisticated processing methods that might lead to higher communication rates without requiring a great deal of cognitive e ort on the part of the user Demasco et al.1989 , McCoy et al.1989a , McCoy et al.1989b , McCoy et al.1990 , Demasco and McCoy1992, McCoy et al.1994a .
While there has been some use of NLP techniques in augmentative communication prior to the Compansion project, its use has been fairly limited. For instance, some syntactic knowledge has been used in the context of word prediction and language tutoring Swi n, Arnott, and Newell1987, VanDyke, McCoy, and Demasco1992, McCoy, P ennington, and Suri1996, Newell et al.1992 , Wright et al.1992 . Also, several systems at the University of Dundee such a s P R OSE Waller, Broumley, and Newell1992, CHAT Alm, Newell, and Arnott1987, and TALKS-BACK Waller, Alm, and Newell1990, Waller, Broumley, and Newell1992 use semantic and pragmatic knowledge to allow the user to access context-appropriate chunks of meaningful language with minimal e ort. The major research emphasis with these systems has been the development o f s c hemes which use NLP knowledge to access prestored pieces of text which are appropriate in the current conversation. In the Compansion, however NLP techniques are used to attempt to process the user's spontaneous language constructions.
The Compansion project was conceived as a rate enhancement technique which would be used in conjunction with a word-based language set. That is, the interface to the system would allow the user to select full words of input. The interface itself was not a focus of the work. Thus whether these words were selected from an electronic word board which the user navigated to nd their desired word, or whether the word was actually selected via a sequence of icons which w ere transformed into words, is immaterial to Compansion. The assumption made about the input interface of Compansion was that each w ord of input would take a basically constant amount of time regardless of how many c haracters were in the word. We call this constant amount of time a keystroke. W ord endings e.g., +s plural or +ed past tense would require an additional keystroke to select.
Thus the focus of the research w as on a black b o x" which took the words input by the user and expanded them into full sentences to be output via an output interface e.g., print or a speech synthesizer. See Figure 1 . Compansion potentially increases the communication rate by requiring fewer words to be selected since it requires just the content w ords of the desired utterance to be input and by eliminating the need for selecting morphological endings. Here we describe the processing in the prototype research system.
The processing is broken into three phases: 1. A w ord order" parser is used to group input words into sentence-sized chunks and to indicate each w ord's part of speech e.g., noun, verb. Modi ers e.g., compound possessives, adjectives, and adverbs are attached to the word they are most likely modifying at this stage of processing. 2. A semantic" parser reasons about the main content w ords of each sentencesized chunk and produces a semantic representation of the sentence. 3. A translator generator takes the output of the semantic parser and generates an English sentence which re ects that meaning.
Consider the following example handled by the system:
Input: think red hammer break John Output: I think that the red hammer was broken by John.
In this instance, the word order parser would note that think is a verb which m a y take either a sentential complement or an NP as its complement, and so attempts to nd one of these constructions to the right o f think. Red is an adjective which i s attached" to the noun following it as a modi er. Once this is done, the words to the right o f think can be seen as a noun-verb-noun pattern. Because this pattern may constitute a sentence, it is sent o to the semantic parser for processing. The semantic representation of the embedded sentence is returned back to the word order parser. The word order parser then continues processing the top-level sentence, calling the semantic parser a second time to nd the top-level semantic representation. Once this is found, the translator generator is called to generate the sentence shown. The sentence generator used by the system is the Functional Uni cation Formalism FUF system Elhadad1991. In the next two sections we elaborate on the word order parser and the semantic parser.
The Word Order Parser
The word order parser takes advantage of the syntactic regularity in telegraphic speech. It is based on a simple transition network grammar which encodes allowable telegraphic sentence patterns and a lexicon which indicates potential parts of speech for each w ord. The parser attempts to t the given words into an acceptable pattern thus identifying each w ord's part-of-speech, deciding how modi ers should be attached, and identifying embedded sentences. Consider the following:
Modi ers We assume a right attachment" of adjectives and a right or left attachment" of adverbs. E.g., in the input mary put book big table, the parser would associate the adjective big with table and not with book.
Compound Nouns T w o nouns following each other in the input can mean a
The nouns serve in di erent thematic case roles. b The nouns should be conjoined. c The nouns should be interpreted as one possessing the other. Case a only occurs after the main verb of the sentence because that is the only place there can be two roles. Thus this case can be handled via sentencelevel syntactic rules which expect two nouns to follow a v erb such a s put in the example above. In contrast, b and c require some semantic preference rules such as like" things are conjoined e.g., john mary would be assumed to mean john and mary, and animates possess inanimates e.g., john hat would be assumed to mean john's hat. Embedded Sentences A s w as shown in the example earlier, some verbs e.g., think, believe may take sentential complements. The word order parser identi es the complement and sends it o to the semantic parser as a single unit.
Word Sense Disambiguation Through allowable sentence patterns, a word which could be either a noun or a verb e.g., watch m a y be disambiguated by its place in the pattern. In some cases, this is not enough so both alternatives would be sent for further processing.
The Semantic Parser
The semantic parser takes a set of words tagged as nouns and verbs from the word order parser and attempts to t these items int o a w ell-formed semantic structure. The semantic parser does shallow" understanding in an attempt to build a valid semantic representation out of the lexical items it is given: consider the processing of the embedded sentence earlier i.e., hammer, break, john. The parser tries to decide which noun in the input is most likely to be the agent. In this example, the parser must recognize that since break is the verb, John is likely to be the agent with hammer as the theme. In order to do this, the parser must have su cient information about the semantic roles that various words can play, and information about the semantic expectations of particular verbs. The details of this information is explained below.
Traditionally semantic processors have relied on syntactic information in order to disambiguate the intended meaning of an utterance. Recognizing that input from the user is often not syntactically well-formed, some researchers e.g., Granger1983, Fass and Wilks1983, Weischedel and Sondheimer1983, Jensen et al.1983 have attempted to augment this traditional approach to handle certain kinds of ill-formedness. These methods, however, work on the assumption that the user's input will be primarily well-formed, but may contain some ill-formedness. Still other work has concentrated on ill-formed input of particular kinds which occur within a severely restricted semantic domain: e.g., naval messages Marsh and Sager1982, Marsh1983, Marsh1984. McRoy McRoy1991 takes an approach similar to ours towards the problem of word sense disambiguation in that she recognizes several sources of knowledge that must be taken into account in semantic processing.
Semantic Representation
The output of the parser is a representation of sentence meaning relying on case theory Fillmore1968, Fillmore1977. Thematic case theory speci es that there is a small set of roles which noun phrases in a sentence may play with respect to the verb. While other people have speci ed di erent thematic cases, we rely on a set of thematic cases which h a ve proven adequate for our purposes. AGEXP AGent EXPeriencer is the object doing the action. For us, the AGEXP does not necessarily imply intentionality such as in predicate adjective sentences e.g., John" is the AGEXP in John is happy". THEME is the object being acted upon, while INSTR is the object or tool etc. used in performing the action of the verb. GOAL can be thought of as a receiver, which is not to be confused with BENEF, the bene ciary of the action. For example, in John gave a book to Mary for Jane", Mary" is the GOAL while Jane" is the BENEF. We also have a LOC case which captures the location in which the situation is taking place this case may be further decomposed into TO-LOC, FROM-LOC, and AT-LOC, and TIME which captures time information this case may also be further decomposed.
The focus of this paper is not on this particular logical form representation since we h a ve attempted to choose a standard representation see e.g., Allen1995, Palmer1984, Hirst1987. Rather, our focus is on the lexical knowledge and processing strategies necessary to derive such a representation given a set of unin ected content w ords. It is this problem to which w e n o w turn.
Knowledge Needed
Traditional semantic interpretation components use a set of rules which act on a parse tree and generate the kind of representation described above. Typically these rules rely on a set of selectional restrictions which are based on the syntactic category e.g., SUBJ, OBJ of a component and the semantic type of the word involved. For example Allen1995 describes a set of rules for the verb break. T ypical rules indicate that if the SUBJ of break is animate, then it is the AGENT e.g., as in John broke the window with a rock; the non-animate object is the THEME; the object of a with-preposition is the INSTRUMENT. Since we do not have the syntactic knowledge about SUBJs and objects available, we rely on some more robust preferences which are implicit in the example above.
First, our solution requires two knowledge hierarchies which are commonly used in standard natural language processing systems. These hierarchies capture information that can be associated with words. The rst is the object hierarchy which embodies a classi cation of objects. The object hierarchy can be derived from WordNet Miller1990, Miller1995. Deriving this lexical knowledge is the focus of Zickus1995 and Zickus et al.1995 . There is also a verb hierarchy whose top-level nodes material, relational, verbal and mental are based on systemic grammar Halliday1985. The purpose of this hierarchy i s to capture semantic generalities between verbs such as what types of objects may ll the thematic cases.
The novel aspect of our semantic parser lies in the way that we indicate semantic preferences for the verbs. The parser uses a set of heuristic preferences to decide the best semantic interpretation for the given input words. These preferences are of two t ypes: semantic case preferences which can easily be attached to the verb hierarchy, and idiosyncratic case constraints which are orthogonal to the hierarchical verb organization and thus must be attached to individual words. Both kinds of preferences refer to classes in the object hierarchy.
Semantic Case Preferences
In our system, associated with each verb are a set of preferences which indicate possible ways of lling out a thematic case frame with the input words called an interpretation to be rated against each other. We have three di erent kinds of semantic case preferences: Case Filler Preferences, Case Importance Preferences, and Higher-Order Case Preferences. Preferences ratings fall on a 1-4 scale. 4 signi es that the binding is exceptionally appropriate. 1 signi es that the binding is only appropriate in special cases.
Case Filler Preferences. The case ller preferences are most similar to what has previously been used in semantic representation in that they are used to indicate preferred llers of a particular verb thematic case. Our case ller preferences are motivated by Preference Semantics Wilks1975. Here, the kinds of objects that could ll a particular role are indicated, along with an indication of how good each possible ller type is. For example, the preference for lling the BENEFiciary thematic case for most verbs is: human 3 organization 2 animate 2. This basically should be read as, given the choice, a human should ll this role, but an organization or an animate object is also reasonable. No other types of objects may ll the BENEF case.
Case Importance Preferences. While the above preference tells us what kind of object may ll a particular thematic case role, it does not tell us anything about which cases are more important to ll for a particular verb. This is captured by the Case Importance Preferences. For example, with material verbs such a s hit, i t seems much more likely that the role of THEME will be lled than that of BENEF.
To represent this, a higher value 3 is given as the preference of lling the THEME case, while a lower value 1 is given as the preference for lling the BENEF case. Having this preference speci ed allows the system to handle input such as: John hit Mary . Many things can be the THEME of hit, including most physical objects. So physical objects would be given a 3" rating for lling the THEME role. On the other hand, humans are nearly the only kinds of things that can play the role of BENEF for any class of verb and these are given a 4" for this case ller preference. Taking nothing into account but the case ller preferences, the system would prefer Mary lling the BENEF role as in John hit for Mary.". The case importance preferences allow the John hit Mary" reading to be preferred.
Higher-Order Case Preferences. While the above heuristics have proven to be quite useful, there are situations in which they fall short, since the scope of the heuristic is limited to a single thematic case role. However, the heuristic value of an interpretation can be a ected by a combination of case bindings. Higher-order case preferences heuristics are intended to account for interactions between thematic cases and their llers. These preferences must be applied to a full interpretation on the input words.
To see how m ultiple cases can interact, consider the following: if a non-human animate e.g., dog is the AGEXP of a material process, it is quite unlikely that an INSTRrument is being used e.g., dogs do not typically eat with spoons. Note, however, that dogs can eat and people can eat with spoons. This preference is captured in the parser by a rule which subtracts from the overall goodness of an interpretation when these conditions are found.
Idiosyncratic Case Constraints
The idiosyncratic case constraints are not used to heuristically compare interpretations, but are used to constrain what interpretations are considered. They di er from the semantic case preferences in that they are more de nitive, and that they are placed directly on the verbs themselves and are not inherited down the verb hierarchy.
These constraints seem to be related to verb transitivity and are intended to capture the notion that some thematic cases on a verb are mandatory and others forbidden. These are idiosyncratic in nature because they do not seem to have any relationship to the general semantics of the verb hierarchy. T w o semantically similar types may have di erent idiosyncratic features. For example, the parser encodes the words eat and swallow as semantically equivalent. However, swallow cannot typically have an instrument, while eat may.
Parser Logic
Essentially, the parser begins with an empty frame where all of the roles are represented, but un lled. Based on information associated with the main verb identi ed in the word order parser phase of the system the parser removes roles from the empty frame that are forbidden for the verb. In addition, the semantic case preferences for the main verb are added to the resulting frame. The parser next considers all of the objects in the input string. Using the information from the case ller preferences, it recognizes what objects can play what roles with respect to the verb.
Every possible interpretation that holds to the speci cations of the case ller preferences is tried. At this point, those interpretations which leave a mandatory role uninstantiated will be discarded. Next, each remaining interpretation receives a heuristic rating based on the case importance and case ller preference values. A simple process is used to combine the scores into the entire interpretation's heuristic score. Higher-order heuristics may act on the resulting number yielding the nal score. The interpretation with the highest heuristic value is considered the best guess of what the user intended.
Processing Example
Consider the input: John break window hammer . The word order parser would pass these words as a package into the semantic parser along with an indication that break is the main verb and the other words in the sentence are nouns. From the information associated with the verb break, w e know the GOAL case is forbidden and the THEME and AGEXP cases are mandatory. Next, the parser locates the verb in the verb hierarchy to nd the preferences.
The case importance and the case ller information from the verb break is listed below. The rst entry indicates that 4 points are awarded if the AGEXP case is lled a case importance preference, and the rest of that entry represents the case ller preference information. 3 points are awarded if AGEXP is lled by a communicator either a human or an organization, 2 points are awarded for another animate object e.g., a dog, and 2 points are awarded if this case is lled by a n ergative object e.g., a truck. The other cases are speci ed in the same way. At this point w e h a ve accumulated top-down information about the case frame interpretation by considering the verb. Next, in a bottom-up fashion, di erent interpretations will be considered as the nouns are t into the case frame. The table  below shows what point v alues will be awarded when each object is assigned each of its possible roles. For instance, John would be given a value of 3 for lling the AGEXP role, 2 for THEME, etc.
Word
Points for Case John AGEXP 3, THEME 2, INSTR 1, BENEF 1, GOAL Forbidden window THEME 4, INSTR 1
hammer THEME 2, INSTR 3 With this information, the parser ts the objects into the cases in every possible way abiding by the mandatory and forbidden cases. The processing also requires that only one object ll any given role. Under these constraints, we generate two possibilities. The competing semantic representations are shown below and are analogous to John broke the window with the hammer" and John broke the hammer with the window" respectively. Notice that the rst interpretation is give n a m uch higher heuristic value and will thus be preferred by the system. As evidence of the exibility of the system, note that if window" had not been in the input stream the interpretation equivalent to John broke the hammer." would be preferred. The complex preferences do not apply to this example. Default Verbs. In telegraphic input it is not unusual for certain verbs to be left out. In such cases the system has some ability to infer the verb. If, at the beginning of processing no main verb is found, the system considers two possible relational verbs: have and be. A preliminary test is performed to see if either or both of these are reasonable for the given input. If so, processing continues as if the verb were given by the user. With the input: John paper the parser will return a semantic parse consistent with: John has the paper." With the input: John tired the parser will return a semantic parse consistent with: John is tired." Relational verbs are a desirable choice for the default because they are very frequent, and these verbs highlight the objects rather than the verb. It is possible to con gure the system to use other verbs as defaults if desired.
Default AGEXP. The system also can infer the AGEXP of the sentence if no reasonable candidate is given in the input string. For example, with the input tired, the system will infer that the user is the AGEXP e.g., I am tired.".
Question Words. The user may indicate a question is desired and the appropriate yes no question words will be added. E.g., Mary go store?" might generate Did Mary go to the store?". Questions interact with the AGEXP inferences in that when a question is involved the AGEXP defaults to you" for questions. E.g., tired?" produces Are you tired?".
Practical Problems with Compansion
The Compansion prototype is able to generate full sentences from a set of uninected words input by a user of a word-based communication system. Its implementation demonstrated the feasibility of an NLP-based approach t o A A C techniques. While the results of the system have been encouraging, Compansion is faced with several practical problems which m ust be dealt with before the Compansion technique can be incorporated into a viable communication device. Some of the problems are discussed here.
Unlimited vocabulary. Compansion requires a large amount of information to be associated with each w ord. While we h a ve been working on techniques to provide at least some of this information automatically Zickus1995, Zickus et al.1995 much information must be hand coded on the basis of intuition. As a result, it is currently nearly impossible to handle the problem of unrestricted vocabulary, especially if we consider that there are no automatic methods for deriving the necessary information from either on-line lexical resources or from corpus-based processing.
Complex Independent Subsystems. One of the original motivating applications for Compansion was as a writing tool. Because the system processing was designed to handle complex written prose, the modules were each written to work independently and with little help from each other. For example, the semantic parser acts without regard for word order information since word order does not necessarily provide reliable information in prose where constructions such as passives are much more common than in conversational settings. Because of this, the semantic processor must rely on complicated lexical knowledge that is di cult to acquire.
User Input Assumptions. The system made some assumptions about the input produced by the user. For example, the assumption is that the input would re ect the basic word order of the desired output if possible 1 , that the default AGEXP 1 This assumption is actually operative in the generation phase of the processing and is not discussed in this paper. Our informal experiments have indicated that this assumption may not be valid for users with poor English ability or cognitive impairments like aphasia.
should be I or you, and that relational verbs are likely to be left out. While some of these assumptions have been partially validated through experimental testing McCoy et al.1994b , Vanderheyden et al.1994 , it is reasonable to expect that some of these assumptions may be dependent on the speci c population using the device.
Telegraphic Input Assumptions. Related to the above, the system makes some assumptions about which w ords will be left out of the telegraphic input. In particular, the assumption is that function words may be left out, but content w ords will be included. It remains a question whether or not the system's rules are robust enough in practice to recover full sentences in every instance.
Interface. An aspect that has not been dealt with e ectively is the particular interface through which the user interacts with the system. While the research prototype system has a particular word-based interface associated with it, research e orts have dealt with the front-end component as a separate black box" that provides the system with words. We h a ve not tackled the many issues involved with developing a front-end appropriate for a speci c population of users. Notice that because the processing required by users is fairly involved i.e., they must not only select words but must also accept reject the expanded sentence produced by the system, the interface requirements are quite complex. Experience with the speci c population using the device is required to develop an appropriate interface.
Machine Requirements. The research e ort on the Compansion system to date has been done on powerful Unix workstations in Lisp. Thus the system would probably not run well on current portable microcomputers as would be appropriate for use in real-world situations.
6 Opportunity for Compansion: The Intelligent P arser Generator In order to implement the Compansion technique in a viable communication device, the above di culties had to be addressed. 2 In the remainder of this paper we describe a joint e ort between the University of Delaware and the Prentke Romich Company that attempts to overcome many of these di culties by focusing on a particular population of users. We describe characteristics of our target population, and then indicate how we set about developing a viable communication device that incorporates Compansion. While we found some characteristics of the target population have allowed us to greatly simplify the Compansion-like processing, other aspects of the system e.g., the user interface must be carefully considered. We highlight our methodology for developing a system tailored to a particular population.
Target Population
In considering a target population we l o o k ed for a group of users who would likely produce telegraphic input, would bene t from the expansion of that input into full sentences, and would reduce the burden of some of the other di culties outlined above. We c hose to consider a young population of users who have cognitive impairments that a ect their expressive language ability. Whether a child with cognitive impairments is verbal or nonverbal, their expressive language di culties may include the following Kumin1994, Roth and Casset-James1989: 1 short telegraphic utterances; 2 sentences consisting of concrete vocabulary particularly nouns; 3 morphological and syntactical di culties such as inappropriate use of verb tenses, plurals, and pronouns; 4 word additions, omissions, or substitutions; and 5 incorrect word order. While such children may have the ability to functionally communicate their needs and wants, intervention to assist them in their language production should be bene cial both from a social and an educational perspective.
In developing a device geared toward this population, several issues must be dealt with. user interface issues what kind of interface is necessary for a user with cognitive impairments to be able to access the system. The user must not only have access to the lexical items, but must also be able to sift through the expansions provided by the system and have the system output their desired selection.
6.2 Lexical Access: Communic-Ease MAP R PRC has expertise in providing lexical access to the population under study. The speech output communication aids that PRC designs for commercial use incorporate an encoding technique called semantic compaction, commercially known as Minspeak R a contraction of the phrase minimum e ort speech" Baker1982, Baker1984. The purpose behind Minspeak R is to reduce the cognitive demand as well as the numberofphysical activations required to generate e ective exible communication. It uses a language set i.e., a set of selectable items consisting of a relatively small set of icons that are rich in meaning and associations. These icons can be combined to represent a v ocabulary item such a s a w ord, phrase, or sentence, so that only two or three activations are needed to retrieve an item. This small set of icons thus allow access to a large vocabulary which is stored in the device. Since they are rich in meaning, icons designed for Minspeak R can be combined in a large number of distinct sequences to represent a core lexicon easily.
The Minspeak R language set and processing was rst utilized with PRC's Touch
Talker T M and Light Talker T M communication aids which united di erent physical interfaces with the icon encoding. With these Minspeak R systems, if icons on the overlay remain in xed positions, once learned, they allow the individual using the system to nd them quickly and automatically. This automatic processing was facilitated by the design of prestored vocabulary programs known as Minspeak R Application Programs MAPs T M . In these programs a large vocabulary is prestored in a well-organized fashion using a logical, paradigmatic structure that greatly facilitates learning and e ective communication.
One of these MAPs T M , Communic-Ease T M , contains basic vocabulary appropriate for a user chronologically 10 or more years of age with a language age of 5-6
years. Communic-Ease T M has proven to be an e ective interface for users in our target population providing access to approximately 580 single words divided into 38 general categories. Most of these words are coded as 2-icon sequences. The rst icon in the sequence the category icon establishes the word category. F or example, the SKULL icon indicates a body part word, the MASKS icon indicates a feeling word, and the APPLE icon indicates a food word. The second icon denotes the speci c word. For example, MASK followed by SUN produces the word happy"; APPLE followed by APPLE produces the word eat". In addition to the words which are accessed via the icon sequences, CommunicEase T M contains some morphology and allows the addition of endings to regular tense verbs and regular noun plurals. However, to accomplish this, additional keystrokes are required. It is also possible to spell words that are not included in the core vocabulary. In practice, however, users with either slow access methods or poor language ability tend to produce telegraphic messages consisting of key word sequences.
Notice that the Communic-Ease T M MAP provides a limited vocabulary of the words commonly needed by this population of users. By using this as a lexical access method, the majority of the vocabulary words are known in advance. Thus, in addition to providing the user with a core vocabulary, the Communic-Ease MAP limits the lexical items a user can select. As a result, the system need not store lexical information about an unlimited set of words. The knowledge needed for the words can be coded in advance. We turn to the problems of identifying the speci c input output requirements of the device.
Design Methodology: User Centered Design
Our methodology in this collaborative e ort is to design a system that is geared toward the speci c user population. Thus, we h a ve set out to validate our assumptions about the user input and output requirements and to tune the user interface to the population. Our system functionality has been determined by a collection of transcripts from Communic-Ease T M users. We h a ve collected both raw k eystroke data so that we can establish the range of input we expect from the population and keystroke data from videotaped sessions where interpretations of the keystroke data are provided by a communication partner. This data allows us to ensure the output from the system is in fact appropriate.
Collection of such data has allowed us to: validate expected sentence structures validate the expectation of limited vocabulary validate input assumptions In addition, we plan to validate our interface requirements on the basis of iterative user testing. The interface will be developed so that it can be customized to the speci c needs of particular users.
7 Prototype Development 7.1 Envisioned System The envisioned system combines the PRC Liberator T M system which provides both a p h ysical interface and low level processing that runs a modi ed Communic-Ease MAP T M which provides a standard vocabulary and its access method and an intelligent parser generator which provides the Compansion-like processing. The input from the user will be through the Liberator T M keyboard most of whose keys contain the icons which are transformed into words via the Communic-Ease MAP. The user will receive feedback through an Interface Display. One part of the display will show the transformed sentences which the user may select to be spoken" by the system. A simpli ed block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2 .
The Liberator T M Overlay Keyboard accepts user input via a variety of methods e.g., direct selection, and can also limit user choices via Icon Prediction. With Icon Prediction only icons that are part of a valid sequence are selectable. The user selects icon sequences that are transduced into words or commands according to the Communic-Ease MAP T M . In normal operation, icon labels and the transduced words are sent to the interface display t o g i v e the user feedback w ords may also be spoken incrementally.
In the proposed system, these components are supplemented with an intelligent parser generator IPG that is currently under development at ASEL. IPG is responsible for generating well-formed sentences from the user's selected words and is a simpli ed version of Compansion. In IPG the various modules of Compansion have been collapsed due to the reduced processing needed to handle the simple sentence structures produced by this population as found in our data collection. The parser generator is based on a transition network grammar which relies on both syntactic and semantic tests. The parser generator works by incrementally parsing the input along parallel lines where each parse maintains an expanded version of the input. The partial parallel parses maintained by IPG also provide further constraints on the Icon Prediction process. For example, if the user selected I have red," the system might only allow icon sequences for words that can be described by a color e.g., shoe, face. Our transcript study has revealed that the simpler sentence structures employed by this population requires less complicated processing on the part of the system in order to transform the telegraphic sentences into full sentences. The particular transformation rules encoded in the system have been motivated by our study of current Communic-Ease T M users. This processing has been incorporated into a set of transformation rules". One major advantage of describing transformations as a set of rules is that it is relatively easy to parameterize the system to a ect its overall strategy. F or example, a clinician or teacher could disable any of the transformation rules depending on the particular user's abilities or educational goals. For some rules it will also be possible to specify information about how the rule should be applied. For example, preferences for determiner inferencing could be adjusted e.g., prefer the" o ver a an".
In some situations IPG may nd multiple interpretations of the user's input. These interpretations will be ordered and presented to the user for selection.
Interface Issues
Beyond the basic operation described above, there are a numb e r o f i n terface issues that need to be resolved before a completed product is developed. These issues are being explored in early system prototypes with iterative user testing. Because it is likely that di erent users will have di erent requirements especially if the system is used by a larger population than just the target population, our methodology is to develop the interface and system function with a series of parameters that can be set to customize the system's behaviors. This will allow the system to be tuned to the needs of particular users.
The rst issue of concern is how the intended population can best interact with the system when multiple sentences are generated from an input. As mentioned above, IPG can order output sentences according to a variety of rules. However, if the user has the cognitive ability to select their desired sentence, it will be important to determine the best way to 1 present m ultiple options to the user, and 2 allow users to select from a list of possible choices. A number of possibilities exist including providing a list on the display screen, o ering each sentence one at a time with some user-activated key to request the next choice, and providing the list in an auditory fashion. Options such as these will be explored during prototype development. We discuss how some of these options might be presented in the section on Presentation Layout below.
A second major interface issue revolves around incremental versus non-incremental processing. In incremental processing, the system would attempt to transform input on a word-by-word basis. For example, if the user selected the word cat," the system might expand it to The cat" immediately before the next selection is made. Presumably if this was not the intended expansion the user could indicate his her displeasure before the next selection was made. In contrast, non-incremental processing would wait for the entire sentence to be entered and then produce an output sentences. For example, the entire string cat hungry" w ould be input before being transformed into a sentences such a s The cat is hungry" o r A cat is hungry".
While incremental processing may appear to have advantages for the system since it would cut down on the number of possibilities the system must consider and for the user since it would produce fewer possibilities in the end, it is likely that it will prove too cognitively taxing for the target population. In particular, it is unlikely that such users will be able to keep the sentence that they intend in their head in order to select it word-by-word, select the appropriate lexical items, and be able to discriminate whether or not the system's expansion is correct, all at the same time. Because of the cognitive load involved in incremental processing, our initial prototype is being developed for non-incremental processing. This decision could likely be di erent given a higher functioning population of users.
Editing Functionality
Another issue that must be addressed is the editing permitted by the system. This is even more crucial when incremental processing is considered. The editing capabilities of the system will be parameterized to t the needs of the user. For example, the system might allow deletions only at the end of the string the user has selected. On the other hand, higher functioning users might c hoose full editing" capabilities that would allow additions deletions from the middle of the currently selected string as an example.
Tied in with editing issues are concerns raised when the user is permitted to spell any word. Spelling, of course, introduces the possibility of unknown words and misspellings. Note that unknown words are a serious di culty for the intelligent aspects of the system that require part-of-speech and some semantic information on the words. As mentioned before, the Liberator T M system provides Icon Prediction.
When Icon Prediction is used, the user is encouraged to select only valid sequences because only these key sequences are allowed to be selected. Icon Prediction has proven very useful for users, especially when they are still learning the appropriate icon sequences for their desired vocabulary. One method of handling misspellings is to force only valid words by expanding icon prediction" into the spelling mode using, of course, a fairly substantial dictionary. The intuition is that the system would only allow sequences of letters that matched some element of the dictionary. This would preemptively restrict any misspellings that did not result in a word in the dictionary. H o wever, it would not prevent the user from typing inappropriate words i.e., a word that is actually in the dictionary but not the word intended by the user. Thus, if Icon Prediction is used in spelling mode, the system must have the ability to process inappropriately used words.
If Icon Prediction is not used in spelling mode, then the system must be able to handle misspellings. One method for doing so would be to assign some default partof-speech e.g., noun and very general semantic information to these words. The e ectiveness of this solution must be tested with users. Of course, the original input would be made available as an output choice when either no expanded sentences were generated or when the heuristic score" for each generated sentence was below a preset con dence level. This behavior can also be set as a default parameter so that the original input is always one of the choices presented to the user.
Presentation Layout
The new system must accommodate a list of generated sentences from which the user can choose the desired sentence. The current Liberator T M LCD display contains a bu er" that shows each current icon key selection Icon Bu er and a second bu er" for message construction and editing Text Bu er. In the example below, MASKS is an icon that has emotions" as one of its semantic associations. SUN is often used to indicate a positive concept. Together they represent the Minspeak R encoding for the word happy. With the integration of IPG we will replace the Liberator T M LCD display with a larger display that will add a third bu er that will be used to show generated sentences Gen Bu er. The display below illustrates one of a number of possible con guration layouts. Each possible layout is determined by setting a group of parameters associated with presentation options. Some of the more important parameters include the size of the Gen Bu er, scrolling behavior, highlighting options, and whether or not the Text Bu er is replaced by the current c hoice. Audio feedback can also be provided since users who are pre-literate or have visual di culties may bene t from having each of the potential sentences spoken on a private audio channel. This is often referred to as audio scanning.
In the simplest scenario the display collapses the Text Bu er and the Gen Bu er size=0, replacement=T. When the input sequence is complete, the contents of the Text Bu er is replaced by the most highly rated expanded sentence. The user could then cycle through the other possible expanded sentences one at a time until their desired sentence is found.
I am happy
Text Bu er Icon Bu er We a n ticipate that this may be a useful con guration for users who are not comfortable with selecting from among a group of possible alternatives. Part of the evaluation process will include determinations of this sort.
Development Methodology
The prototype system combines the PRC's Liberator T M platform and CommunicEase MAP T M with ASEL's current-generation intelligent parser generator. In the implementation the Liberator T M will function primarily as the user's keyboard and a tablet-based portable computer will contain the parser generator. The portable computer will also augment the Liberator T M 's LCD display and provide easy modi cation of the user interface. The two systems will be connected via an RS-232 or IR link. This strategy allows for rapid initial prototype development.
The intelligent parser generator includes three major software components. The parser generator module is written in C++. The system lexicon will include all of the words contained within the Communic-Ease MAP T M along with a variety of words that users may spell. This knowledge base will contain semantic knowledge such as noun categories and properties as well as morphological properties such a s word endings. Finally, syntactic knowledge is captured in system grammars that are based on an Augmented Transition Network formalism. The network grammar uses both syntactic and semantic properties of the input words.
Our project methodology is to develop and test the robustness and usability o f the system in phases. The parser has been developed in C++ and is being re ned and tested as other parts of the project progress. A core grammar has been created and is being revised and enhanced to handle a larger variety of structures. Current lexicon e orts involve expanding the numb e r o f e n tries beyond the basic CommunicEase vocabulary and adding the necessary semantic knowledge. The rst version of the Windows-based user interface has recently been completed and is now being evaluated internally.
The present system prototype consists of a Liberator attached to a Pentiumbased desktop PC running the user interface with Windows NT and a softwarebased text-to-speech synthesizer. When the nal details of the user interface and the other software components are worked out, the completed prototype will be implemented on a tablet-based PC and will be eld tested with actual augmentative communicators. Because the user interface has been constructed with exibility i n mind i.e., through parameterization, it will also be evaluated through iterative testing. This will help us determine the most appropriate interface con guration or possibly set of con gurations for the targeted user population; however, we would still retain the ability to make minor adjustments to suit the needs of a particular user.
Several evaluations of the completed prototype system are planned. For instance, a theoretical evaluation of the grammar coverage is ongoing. As has been stated, we have collected key selections from current users of the Communic-Ease MAP T M .
In some situations, we also have an interpretation of those keystrokes provided by the communication partner in a videotaped session. These video sessions have been transcribed and aligned with the keystroke data. While some of this data is being used to develop the grammar, we have set aside a portion of it to be used for testing purposes. This test data will allow us to test the system's grammar in several ways. First, the robustness of the grammar can be tested by determining the number of completed input utterances found in the collected data that can be handled by the grammar. Second, the appropriateness of the grammar can be tested by determining how often the grammar's output matches the interpretation provided by the communication partner in the video sessions. Because we h a ve m uch more keystroke data than transcribed video data, we also plan a test of grammar appropriateness by comparing the output of the grammar with that generated by a h uman faced with the same sequence of words.
In addition to the theoretical grammar testing described above, we also plan an informal evaluation of the usability of the system. We plan to iteratively re ne the interface by doing usability studies of our prototype with current users of the Communic-Ease MAP T M 3 .
Conclusions
This paper describes a research e ort to bring NLP techniques to practical AAC devices. Important features of the e ort include a multidisciplinary team with technical expertise in various areas including NLP and clinical expertise with the target population. This e ort focuses on a particular user population which enables us to constrain the system processing su ciently to make the NLP application feasible. Our e ort involves designing the system around the speci c needs and abilities of the particular population.
While the Compansion system prototype suggests that NLP techniques can usefully be incorporated into an AAC system, much remains to be done. Here we h a ve tried to point out how speci c characteristics of the user population must be considered. Careful selection and study of the characteristics of the user population is crucial. Several aspects of the system must be precisely tuned to ensure system reliability and usability.
